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Developing any kind of information system embodies reflections about the desired
features of the resultant system. The reflective practice becomes more important the more
the differences in technologic standards, social values, norms, assumptions and interests,
etc. in global contexts interfere the sphere of the Information Systems Development
(ISD). To deal with such issues and underlying validity claims in a rational and reflective
way, previous approaches to rational and reflective practice in ISD have already
emphasized that a rational practice requires not only knowledge and its successful
transformation into efficient and effective action but also justification of normative
implication for those involved and affected.
I have extended the framework for reflective practice proposed by Ulrich (2001) by
integrating – among others – discourse-ethical concepts advanced by J. Habermas
(Habermas 1984, 1996) and suggested a model of meta-communication for reflective
practice, which provides a wider spectrum of concepts for dealing with global challenges
in a rational and reflective way. The operationalization of the model towards the practice
is illustrated by the concept of communicative genres (referred as to ‘communication
action patterns). The argument is that meta-communication processes guided by
discourse-ethical principles promote a legitimate definition, design, and development of
such patterns, and thus increase the legitimacy of resultant norms and contents of patterns
for communication, especially in intercultural interaction contexts (Yetim 1998).
In my approach (Yetim 2004), I distinguished between three different types of metacommunication:

-

Ex ante meta-communication (taking place before action),

-

Meta-communication in action (taking place during action), and

-

Ex post meta-communication (taking place after action).

The meta-communication model itself consists of two levels:
-

Clarification level (where conversation for clarification takes place). At this level
there are eleven clarification issues to be reflected on.

-

Discourse level (where the discursive examination of contested claims takes
place). At this level, there are eight discourses, which are related to the
clarification issues.

This diversification also allows us to easily relate the discourse ethical differentiation of
discourses of justification to ex ante meta-communication, and discourses of application
to meta-communication in action. Ex post meta-communication remains related only to
breakdowns that occur when an action has taken place.
The approach contributes to the advancement of the previous research dealing with
reflective practice by providing additional concepts. These concepts allow renegotiations
of system features and thus can support the continuous co-evolution of a system.
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